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ABSTRACT 
Volce over lP (VolP) has become widely accepted as a promising tool for providing low- 
cost global telecommunication funchonal~ty In addition, VoIP offers the possibil~ty of 
services based on the interaction of internet resources, text and other meda The 
frameworks for supporting VoIP are being standardzed by the Internabonal 
Telecommunication Union Telecommunication standardization sector (ITU-T) and the 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Mobile telecommumcation systems have been 
rapidly evolving towards 3'd Generation (3G) In this system, bandwidth is exponentially 
expanded upto 2MbitsIs and will enable two-way wdeband speech to be used in ths  
network Following the current 3G mobile systems, an all IP mobile systems are being 
studied by the standardization organizations called the 3G Partnership Projects 
(3GPPI3GPP2) Through the ~ntroduction of IP as a common protocol, mobile and wired 
networks can be merged and all information and resources can be effectively exchanged 
In the process of unification of the protocols, transferability, between different speech 
codlng standards must be taken into account ITU-T G 729 is the most popular standard 
for VoIP and 3GPP Wideband Adaptive Multlrate speech coding (WB-AMR) is the 
speech cod~ng standard mostly used in moblle telecommunication systems The G 729 
standard 1s a narrowband speech codmg standard from ITU (it compresses speech in the 
frequency range 300Hz - 3400Hz), whereas the WB-AMR standard operates on 
w~deband speech (300Hz-7000Hz) Thus achieving interoperability between narrowband 
and wideband networks poses a challenge 
This thesis is concerned with Lrnproving the voice quality for calls ongnating from 
narrowband VoIP network and destined to a wdeband network. The unprovement in 
quality is attamed by doing artificial bandwidth extension of narrowband speech i e , a 
scheme which adds a synthesized highband signal to narrowband speech to produce 
higher quality wideband speech Thls enhancement scheme can be used at the trans- 
coding gateways for improving the voice quality of V o P  calls deshned to 3G wideband 
networks This scheme can also be used within narrowband V o P  networks for improving 
the quality of speech 
The existing methods in the literature addresses the problem of bandwidth extension on 
the raw PCM speech samples and most algonthrns followed for the Bandwidth Extension 
(BWE) of speech signals are based on a simple linear model of the speech production 
process According to the linear model of speech production process the algorithm for 
BWE can be divided into two tasks, viz Extension of spectral envelope parameters and 
that of the excitation signal, these two are to a certan extent mutually independent The 
existing schemes extract these parameters from the raw speech for dolng the bandwidth 
extension This leads to increased buffenng delay (due to look ahead) and greater 
computational complexity Further, re-extraction of these parameters after the decoding 
for doing the bandwidth extension will degrade the quallty due to the fact that most of the 
speech coding standards are lossy In nature Thus it is computat~onally more efficient 
and at the same time improves the speech quality if these parameters are extracted from 
the codewords or obta~ned by the partial decoding of recelved codewords 
Thls thesis proposes a technique for performing bandwidth extension in the compressed 
G 729 domain by partial decoding of the G 729 codewords This eliminates the buffenng 
delay completely and also decreases the computational complexity In G 729 Line 
Spectral Pair (LSP) is used for representing the spectral envelope The spectral envelope 
extension (the extension of the LSP parameters) is done using codebook mapping 
method In order to extend the bandwidth in the G 729 compressed domiun, several 
modifications are proposed m the generation of the codebook There is an Inherent 
problem of discontinuity between the narrowband and high-band regenerated spectra at 
thelr meeting point This is eliminated in the proposed scheme by doing range matching 
and splicing m the overlapping region of the spectra Adaptive spectral shifting method is 
proposed for excitation extension wherein the shift IS determined using the pltch lag 
palameter that IS ava~lable after the partla1 decod~ng of each sub-frame A new design for 
the G 729 decoder 1s proposed Inorder to embed bandwidth extenslon ~ n s ~ d e  th  decoder 
S~nce the codebook mapping is done for the LSP parameters the d~stance measure used 
foi the codebook deslgn and mapplng should cons~der the relat~ve pos~tlons of the LSPs 
and llne palr d~stances as the~r  posltlons determine the formants In the speech spectra 
Thus using the Eucl~dlan d~stance measure In the LSP doma~n is lnappropnate T h ~ s  
thesis ploposes to use d~stance measures trad~tlonally used in speech recogn~t~on whlch 
are more appropnate In the LSP doma~n 
In order to Improve the quality of the bandw~dth extended speech m the compressed 
domain, features of speech can be used whlle doing the codebook mappmg. Based on a 
statistical study of speech slgnal we found that there IS a greater correlahon between the 
narrowband and h~gh-band reglons when number of spectral peaks is fixed Hence, by 
uslng classified codebooks based on number of spectral peaks better performance has 
been obtaned 
In hterature, the reflection coefficients have been used as features of speech for doing the 
class~fied h e a r  mapplng of the LSP parameters Slnce the performance of linear 
mapplng is poor, t h ~ s  thesis proposes the use of classified codebook mapping of the LSP 
parameters The classification is based on the first and second reflection coefficients, 
whlch h~ghly correlate to the degree of volclng of speech 
Both objectlve and subjective measures have been used to evaluate the performance of 
the proposed schemes H~ghband spectral dlstort~on has been used as the object~ve 
measure Bllnd A/B/C test was conducted with e~ght  listeners to do the subjectlve 
evaluation The proposed schemes performed slgtllficantly better than the existlng 
methods 
In order to assess the reduction in computational delay due to compressed domain 
approach, the rout~nes for extraction of spectral envelope parameters (LSP), excitation 
and the pitch delay computation (from narrowband raw speech) have been implemented 
on TMS320C55x DSP processor A reduction in computational complexity of around 2 5 
MIPS on C55x architecture has been observed 
